Identifying Few-Molecule Water Clusters with High Precision on Au(111) Surface.
Revealing the nature of a hydrogen-bond network in water structures is one of the imperative objectives of science. With the use of a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope, water clusters on a Au(111) surface were directly imaged with molecular resolution by a functionalized tip. The internal structures of the water clusters as well as the geometry variations with the increase of size were identified. In contrast to a buckled water hexamer predicted by previous theoretical calculations, our results present deterministic evidence for a flat configuration of water hexamers on Au(111), corroborated by density functional theory calculations with properly implemented van der Waals corrections. The consistency between the experimental observations and improved theoretical calculations not only renders the internal structures of absorbed water clusters unambiguously, but also directly manifests the crucial role of van der Waals interactions in constructing water-solid interfaces.